Intermittent gross hematuria after lithotripsy: ureteral stent or residual stone?
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Abstract

Purpose: To explore the role of stone fragment and ureteric stent in process of intermittent gross hematuria (IGH), discuss the definition of ureteral stent related symptoms (USS) in a setting of lithotripsy and clinical outcomes of IGH.

Methods: Between January 2018 and July 2019, patients with completed one month follow up after lithotripsy were collected. Based on whether occurrence of IGH, demographics, stent information and clinical outcomes were mainly analyzed.

Results: A total of 258 consecutive patients were eventually analyzed, among which 97 patients (37.6%) suffered from IGH. Compared to patients without symptom of IGH, preoperative potassium level (3.89±0.43mmol/L vs. 4.02±0.42mmol/L, p=0.01), initial stone free rate (SFR, 50.52% vs. 68.32%, p=0.007) and potassium citrate application (11.34% vs. 4.55%, p=0.04) were found statistically different in univariate analysis. In multivariate logistic analysis, preoperative potassium level (OR: 0.39, CI: 0.19-0.76, p=0.007), potassium citrate (OR: 2.96, CI: 1.07-8.73, p=0.04), initial SFR (OR: 0.42, CI: 0.24-0.74, p<0.001), and hospital stay (OR: 0.94, CI: 0.89-0.99, p=0.045) were independent risk factors, rather than stent size and stent position. Hemoglobin change, stone area reduction and SFR in one-month follow-up were similar between groups, but more outpatient consultations were found in hematuria group (20 vs. 3, p<0.001), among which 2 patients were readmitted for severe ongoing hematuria.

Conclusions: Stone fragment, rather the size or length of ureteral stent, is the independent risk factors of IGH. Definition of USS is not suitable for IGH after lithotripsy, and a comprehensive inform and enough rest would reduce the unnecessary medical consultations.
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Introduction

Hematuria has a prevalence of 4-5% in clinical practice and accounts for 4% to 20% medical consult in urology [1, 2]. The common etiology of hematuria includes urinary stone, coagulation abnormal, trauma, urinary neoplasm and foreign substance in urinary tract. As a worldwide urological issue, approximately 4% to 10% global population suffer from urolithiasis [3-6]. Nearly 90% nephrolithiasis patients went for medical visit with symptom of hematuria [7, 8].

For patients need lithotripsy for active stone removal, endoscopic surgical interventions such as percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL), flexible retrograde intrarenal surgery (RIRS, fURS) and transurethral ureteroscope lithotripsy (URSL) are all well-established [9, 10]. Normally, ureteral stent will be inserted and would stay inside for several weeks to couple months at the end of procedures, which was supposed to provide a better drainage, prevent ureteral obstruction and promote healing of ureteral mucosal at the end of surgery [11, 12]. However, the discomforts followed by ureteral stent are inevitable and disturbing. Intermittent gross hematuria (IGH) during discharge period was commonly classified into ureteral stent related symptoms (USS), together with lumbago, flank pain and other lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) [12-15]. Patients who suffer from USS can up to 80%, in which hematuria take up 18.1% to 39.4% [14, 15]. The symptom of IGH would increase the anxiety of patients, which eventually leads to additional outpatient visit after lithotripsy and increases the workload of urologists.

Currently, there are scarce studies focused on USS, neither IGH itself. On the one hand, the role of stone fragment and size and length of ureteral stent had rarely been investigated after lithotripsy. A suitable size or length of ureteral stent was supposed to play a key role in
USS, but it were controversial between several studies[16, 17]. To be noticed, only about 60% to 90% patients attain final stone free, which is differ by ways of lithotripsy. Influence of stone fragment should always be taken into consideration in urolithiasis patients when IGH occurs. But it is still unknown whether IGH is correctly classified into USS, as well as which one plays a major role in setting of lithotripsy. On the other hand, long term IGH would potentially increase outpatient consultation or even readmission. Chronic bleeding and ureteral stent as a foreign substance might increase the risk of urinary tract infection (UTI) or eventually lead to severe anemia.

For a better understanding and provide complementary evidence for further study, this study was designed to study the role of stone fragment and ureteral stent in the occurrence of IGH and the clinical outcomes among patients with indwelling ureteral stent after lithotripsy.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study design and participants**

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University. Patients met the following criteria between January 2018 and July 2019 in tour center were retrospectively enrolled. Inclusion criteria: 1. Adult patients (18-80 years old) selected endoscopic procedures (PCNL, RIRS or URSL) for urinary stone removal; 2. Discharged with an indwelling ureteral stent after lithotripsy; 3. attained a completely clear appearance of urine for more than one day before discharge; 4. Completed one month follow up after discharge and had complete record of whether occurrence of IGH. Exclusion criteria: 1. Lost follow up, or incomplete data of some medical examination like urine test, urine culture or without CT scan; 2. Severe comorbidities containing severe cardiovascular or respiratory diseases; 3. Receiving anti-coagulation therapy; 4. Patients who declared their data not available for scientific research preoperatively.

The primary study was the incidence of IGH, which was defined as clearly visible red color in urine for more than a week and exclude influence of certain drug or food. Based on the outcome, patients were classified into two groups (Group 0: without IGH, Group 1: with IGH) and related factors supposed to participated in IGH would be further analyzed. The secondary study was following clinical outcomes: change in hemoglobin, stone free rate (SFR) other discomforts or medical consult after discharge. Demographic data, medical information, stent
size, stent position, stone size, stone area reduction and SFR in both first postoperative day and first postoperative month were all analyzed.

**Procedures and Follow-up**

All the preoperative patient evaluations were performed in accordance with a standard endoscopy suite. None contrast CT (NCCT) scan would be routinely performed prior to the study. *Stone burden* (stone size and area) was assessed as the maximum length or surface area on NCCT. In case of multi-calyx stones, *Stone burden* was the summation of all individual stones. Antibiotic was applied according to the antimicrobial susceptibility test and negative urine culture must be assured before surgery. Procedure flows of PCNL, RIRS and URS were similar to previous studies and guideline recommendation without other interventions[18, 19]. Under general anesthesia, a suitable position was selected for stone removal: prone position for PCNL and supine position for RIRS and URS. In PCNL, a 4.7-7.0 Fr DJ stent (Cook Urological Inc., Bloomington, IN, USA) was placed antegradely under monitor of x ray at the end of procedure. Retrograde placement and ureteroscope guiding would applied in RIRS and URS. A guidewire was used in all the procedures to assist the insertion of ureteral stent.

To make sure the suitable location of the ureteral stent and assess the status of residual stone, a plain abdominal x ray (KUB) would be routinely performed on first postoperative day, and NCCT would be available in case of radiolucent stone. Stone free was defined as no evidence of residual stones or stone fragments less than 4 mm on radiograph. *A suitable stent position* was supposed that distal curl of ureteric stent did not cross the middle line of human body, or it would be considered too long. Laboratory examinations (blood cell count and chemical items) were also conducted. Some oral medicines supposed to promote a higher stone clearance were advised for patients with residual stone fragments. After a steadily and completely clear appearance of urine was assured, patients were discharged and followed up for symptoms like IGH, lumbago and lower urinary tract symptoms through telephone. Discomforts described above and additional medical consultation or readmission during follow-up would be recorded.

**Statistical analysis**

Continuous variables were demonstrated as mean ± SD, and Student’s t-test were used for analysis. Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test was performed in case of categorical variables. Univariate logistic regression analysis was then carried out to identify the significant risk factors.
factors using forward selection. Covariates with a p value < 0.2 would be enrolled into multivariate logistic regression analysis subsequently. A two-sided p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant in the overall outcomes. All statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 13.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

As it was shown in Table 1, a total of 258 consecutive patients met the inclusion criteria were retrospectively enrolled into final analysis. The demographics were comparable among two groups. 97 patients (37.6%) suffered from IGH (Group 1) with a mean age of 49.85 years and a mean BMI of 24.19 kg/m². IGH occurred more in males (65.89%), but there no difference was found compared with Group 0 (P=0.15). PCNL, RIRS and URSL were selected for stone removal by 132, 88 and 38 patients, respectively. PCNL seemed to own a higher rate of IGH, compared to RIRS and URS (46.39%, 38.14% and 15.47%, respectively), but no statistical significance was found between two groups (p=0.47). Stone size was 26.17±15.57mm in Group 0 versus 26.32±16.64mm in Group 1 (p=0.94), while stone area was 350.65±477.93mm² and 341.52±569.79mm², respectively (p=0.89). Creatinine level was comparable between two groups (110.76±84.7 vs. 116.24±93.98 mmol/L, p=0.64), but preoperative potassium level was significantly lower among patients with IGH (3.89±0.43mmol/L vs. 4.02±0.42mmol/L, p=0.01).

Ureteric stent would stay for 1 month for all enrolled patients. However, the stent size did not play an important role in gross hematuria compared to patients without IGH (p=0.80), even larger size (≥6Fr) took up a major part (65.98%) in Group 1. Similarly, 44.33% patients in Group 1 showed an inappropriate stent position on radiograph, but no statistical significance was detected when compared with Group 0 (p=0.91). Potassium citrate application after discharge was closely associated with higher incidence of gross hematuria (11.34% vs. 4.55%, p=0.04). To be noticed, highly stone free in 1st postoperative day was attained in Group 0 (68.32% vs. 50.52%, p=0.007), but results of stone compositional analysis were similar between two groups (p=0.95).

As listed in Table 2, stone free rate (73.91% vs. 68.04%, p=0.38) and reduction of stone area were insignificant in 1st postoperative month between groups, even relatively larger area reduction (43.92±51.75mm² vs. 28.25±66.6, p=0.19) was found in Group 1. The change of
hemoglobin, platelet and red blood cell and other discomforts like lumbago and LUTS were comparable between two groups. Among patients with gross hematuria, additional outpatient consultation happened in 20 (20.62%) patients, which was much higher (1.86%, p<0.001). only 2 patients (2.06%) in Group 1 were readmitted to hospital because of severe ongoing bleeding.

According to logistic regression analysis (Table 3), size and not suitable position of ureteric stent were not risk factors in IGH (OR 0.9, CI 0.53-1.54, p=0.70 and OR 1.06, CI 0.64-1.77, p=0.81, respectively). Stone free status was significantly different in univariate (OR 0.47, CI 0.28-0.79, p=0.004) and was an independent risk factor for gross hematuria in multivariate logistic analysis (OR 0.42, CI 0.24-0.74, p<0.001). Preoperative potassium level (OR 0.39, CI 0.19-0.76, p=0.007), potassium citrate application after discharge (OR 2.96, CI 1.07-8.73, p=0.04) were both the risk factors in gross hematuria. Specially, hospital stay was showed as a risk factor in multivariate analysis (OR 0.94, CI 0.89-0.99, p=0.045) but not univariate analysis.

Discussion

Without timely and proper treatments for urolithiasis, hydronephrosis, urinary infection and chronic kidney disease are chronic threat to health and even mortality, which are great economic burden to patients[20]. To treat urolithiasis, ureteric stent is routinely inserted after lithotripsy. However, the longer ureteral stent staying means the higher possibility of discomforts. Higher rate of discomforts occurred means additional medical counseling or even readmission needed, which is a great disturbance for patients and increases the workload of urologists. But severe complications like complexed urinary infection, severe blood loss needing blood transfusion followed by intermittent gross hematuria were not recorded.

It used to believe that friction between urinary tract and ureteric stent accounts for IGH. At the same time, IGH was ambiguously classified into USS without specific definitions. Several studies about USS and ureteric stent were controversial in terms of the size and length of ureteric stent[16, 21-23]. However, even patients were discharged in our hospital after adequately, who were suggested to take adequate rest before stent were removed, 37.6% of them still suffered from IGH. In present study, we did not have enough evidences to support the size and the position of stent participated in IGH. When the confounders like daily activities and ureteral stent were excluded, there must be something else involving in this
process. As found in present study, SFR was significantly lower in IGH group in first postoperative day. However, the discrepancy turned insignificant in first postoperative month, which meant the passage of stone fragment played an indispensable role in IGH. In addition, the stone area reduction in patients without stone free between postoperative 1st day and 1st month had proved the stone passage after discharge. Therefore, stone free statue in postoperative 1st day was an independent risk factors and patients achieved stone free were less likely to suffer from IGH after lithotripsy. On the other hand, the definition of USS need to be more specific and it is inappropriate using USS to explain IGH in case of lithotripsy.

The activities of discharge patients cannot be controlled, but a longer hospital stay may be possible, as we found a longer hospital stay was a protective factor in IGH. Owing to a less intensity of daily activities, a longer hospital staying meant a longer time for urinary tract recovery. To some extent, it also explained the reason why male patients took up a larger portion in IGH, rather than females in another aspect. Even a clear urine without obvious gross hematuria should be assured before patients discharged, but certain patients with higher risk of IGH should be informed of the possibility of IGH and necessity of enough rest.

Hypocitraturia is widely known as a risk factor for the development and recurrence of urolithiasis and is present in 20–60% of patients[24]. Potassium citrate alkalinizes the urine and solubilizes urine calcium, reducing the risk of urolithiasis recurrence, particularly in those found to have low urine citrate [25, 26]. In present study, potassium citrate was applied in 7 patients without stone free but none of them attain stone free in 1st month, which was consistent with previous study[27]. However, 11 patients with stone free and potassium citrate application suffered from IGH, which might suggest not only passage of stone fragment involved but also the metabolic change mattered. And stent might have subtle influence too, even no significant difference was found.

Potassium as another item of metabolic, is one of main cations that maintains body's normal osmotic pressure and acid-base balance, participating in sugar and protein metabolism, and ensuring the normal function of nerve muscles. Both hyperkalemia and hypokalemia are thought to be associated with increased morbidity and mortality among hospitalized patients. In our study, we found a relative low level of serum potassium was associated with higher occurrence of gross hematuria, even they were in the normal range of internal environment. For
a better understanding, we analyzed the difference between relatively rower and higher concentration of potassium level (3.98 mmol/L). We found male patients were significantly more in the IGH group (94 VS. 76, p=0.009), which might explain this phenomenon to some extent as we discussed before. Additionally, the application of potassium citrate was to supplement the level of potassium in hypokalemia patients. In all, a better understanding of potassium level and potassium citrate in the process of IGH require further basic researches.

Some limitations should be noticed when this study’s findings are interpreted by clinicians. First of all, a retrospective review is an inherent limitation. Secondly, as a tertiary medical center with a lot of complicated urolithiasis, our patient population might not represent general urology patients. Further prospective randomized controlled trials are welcomed to testified what were found in present study.

Conclusions

Occurrence of IGH after lithotripsy being classified into ureteral stent related symptoms is inappropriate, because stone fragment plays a major role in IGH but not ureteric stent. Together with SFR in 1st postoperative day, preoperative level of serum potassium, application of potassium citrate and hospital stay, SFR in postoperative 1st morning was independent risk factors in the process of IGH. There was no severe blood loss, but more outpatient consultation was found in IGH group.
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**Abbreviations**

IGH, intermittent gross hematuria

USS, ureteral stent related symptoms

LUTS, lower urinary tract symptoms

PCNL, percutaneous nephrolithotomy

RIRS, flexible retrograde intrarenal surgery

URSL, transurethral ureteroscope lithotripsy